Complex networks of East-West interchange and cross-cultural encounters-what Cynthia Mills, in her introduction to this volume, describes as "dynamic international relationships"-have played a defining role in the formation and development of the Smithsonian Institution's art museums generally, but perhaps most especially at the Freer Gallery of Art where, as the marketing department once proclaimed, "America meets Asia." 1 When the Freer, the first art museum of the Smithsonian, opened to the public in 1923, it was also one of the first American museums to exhibit Asian objects in an aesthetic rather than ethnographic context, juxtaposing them with a select group of contemporary American paintings. As the historian Steven Conn has noted, the Freer posited "a fundamental aesthetic connection" between past and present, East and West that was based on a cosmopolitan ideal of "sameness, commonality, and especially cultural cross-fertilization." 2 Indeed, when the museum's founder, Detroit industrialist Charles Lang Freer, offered his collection of Asian antiquities and American art of the Aesthetic Movement to the nation in 1904, he explained to Smithsonian Secretary Samuel P. Langley that in spite of their diversity, his artistic holdings were part of an interconnected series constituting a harmonious aesthetic totality. Like James McNeill Whistler, the expatriate American who encouraged Freer's interest in the arts of Asia, Freer believed that the aesthetic harmonies he discerned among the objects in his collection were evidence of a transcendent, timeless, and universally valid "story of the beautiful." Riffing on Whistler's conclusion to the "Ten O'Clock" lecture that "the story of the beautiful is already complete-hewn in the marbles of the Parthenon-and broidered, with the birds, upon the fan of Hokusai," Freer told Langley, "My great desire has been to unite modern work with masterpieces of certain periods of high civilization harmonious in spiritual suggestion, having the power to broaden aesthetic culture and the grace to elevate the human mind." 3 Because he thought his collection was best understood and appreciated as a totality, Freer placed a number of restrictions on his bequest, including prohibiting future additions to his American holdings. Recognizing that many new discoveries were still to be made in the field of Asian art and archaeology, however, Freer added a codicil to his will allowing for the occasional acquisition of "very fine examples of Oriental, Egyptian and Near Eastern fine arts." 4 As a result of the tremendous growth of the Freer's Asian collections over the years and with the opening of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery in 1987 (to which the Freer is joined architecturally, through an underground gallery space, and administratively, through a shared staff), the Freer's focus has shifted away from its founder's emphasis on transhistorical aesthetic commonalities. Despite some significant differences between the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery in terms of their respective collections and visitor experiences, the two museums are now known, in the shorthand of institutional branding, as "the Smithsonian's museums of Asian art." Collections and staff are mostly organized around geographical and cultural areas-China, Japan, Korea, India and the Himalayas, Southeast Asia, the Islamic world, the ancient Near East, America-underscoring cultural differences as well as aesthetic distinctions. Successive generations of curators have contributed to richly documented accounts of the Freer's masterpieces and the institution's history and have organized important exhibitions encompassing a wide range of Asian geography and art history. A survey of those accomplishments is beyond the scope of this essay; the interested reader can consult the museum website at www.asia.si.edu to search collections online, learn about past exhibitions and publications, and explore the finding aids for archival and bibliographic materials.
Rather than attempting a comprehensive consideration of resources at the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, then, this essay will describe and comment on a small selection of materials related to the idea of cosmopolitanism on which the Freer Gallery of Art was founded. The intention is to situate Freer's collecting narrative within a more specific context of cross-cultural import-export. These more complicated narratives are not necessarily linear and certainly not teleological; they are meant to be understood as sketches, cross-cultural vignettes that might be useful and thought-provoking to teachers, students, and scholars on both sides of the Pacific.
"Mr. Whistler Does Unite the Art"
Freer's transformation from capitalist to connoisseur can be dated to 1887, the year he bought a set of Whistler etchings-his first works by the artist-from Frederick Keppel in New York City. That same year he purchased a small Japanese fan from Takayangi To -zo -, a Japanese art dealer with a shop on Fifth Avenue. In 1892 he returned to To -zo -'s establishment and bought his first Asian ceramic, an Edo-period Satsuma water jar whose underglaze design, inspired by Chinese ink painting, reminded Freer of a Whistlerian landscape. 5 "Collecting comes to mean collecting precisely when a series of haphazard purchases or gifts suddenly become a meaningful sequence," Mieke Bal has noted. 6 Freer established a master narrative-one based on East-West correspondences-early in his collecting career, and Whistler was clearly destined to be the hero of the story. Following their first meeting in London in 1890, the two men developed a close relationship based on mutual esteem and benefit. Whistler not only facilitated Freer's acquisition of "a fine collection of Whistlers!!-perhaps The collection," as he promised his patron in 1899, he also encouraged Freer's burgeoning interest in comparative collecting, urging him to travel East and seek out rare specimens of Asian art to complement his own work. Writing in 1904 to fellow collector John Gellatly (whose contributions to the Smithsonian are discussed by Amelia Goerlitz in this book), Freer noted, "Throughout the entire range of Whistler's art . . . one feels the exercise of spiritual influences similar to those of the masters of Chinese and Japanese. Of course," Freer concluded, "Mr. Whistler does unite the art of the Occident with that of the Orient." 7 Both in terms of his stylistic influences and subsequent relationship with a prominent collector of Asian art, Whistler is perhaps more closely associated with Asia-or, more accurately, with China and Japan-than any other nineteenth-century Western painter. Because of the close connection between artist and patron, the Freer's Whistler holdings are the most comprehensive of any collection in the world: 130 paintings, 946 prints, 174 drawings, and the Peacock Room, as well as a wealth of archival and bibliographic materials, including the Paul Marks book collection, which was donated to the museum library in 2003. 8 Whistler's artistic debt to Asian sources has been thoroughly documented in scholarly literature and museum exhibitions, which have established the ways in which the artist first appropriated, and then more fully synthesized, motifs and pictorial structures from a variety of Chinese and Japanese sources, including porcelain, prints, lacquer, and textiles. This aspect of Whistler's career is well represented in the Freer, most famously, perhaps, in the Peacock Room, which Whistler compared to a Japanese lacquer box. It was designed to display Kangxi blue-and-white porcelain and Whistler's own homage to East Asian decorative arts, La Princesse du pays de la porcelaine, which features the Anglo-Greek beauty Christina Spartali in Japanese robes in an eclectically oriental setting (Figure 1 ). 9 After purchasing the room in 1904 and reassembling it in his Detroit home, Freer, who didn't care for the slick surfaces or bright colors of Kangxi blue-andwhite porcelain, filled its shelves with more than 200 examples of his own collection of Asian ceramics whose textured, tonally subtle glazes harmonized with his collection of American tonalist painting. Some of these vessels, from China, Japan, Korea, Iran, Syria, and elsewhere, were purchased during Freer's Asian travels, while others were acquired from dealers in New York and Europe. In 1908 he commissioned a photographer to document the room, and those images demonstrate the way in which he freely mixed objects from various cultures and cultural epochs, more concerned with their chromatic relationship to one another and the decoration of the Peacock Room than with their historical origins (which, in any event, were often inaccurately understood, as subsequent reattributions attest). Freer assiduously documented all of his purchases, and his personal papers, particularly letters to and from dealers and collectors of Asian and American art, provide a fascinating record of the international art market at the turn of the last century. Later, when the Peacock Room was removed from Detroit and reinstalled in the museum in Washington, it was located at the southeast corner of the building, creating a literal link between the Whistler galleries and those rooms dedicated to the arts of
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James The entry continues, noting, laconically, that six pieces of Pewabic pottery, made in Detroit, and three pieces of Chinese replaced the Japanese ceramics. 10 The overt intrusion of political realities has been extraordinarily rare in the documented history of the Freer, but these entries certainly suggest that a closer look at the intersection of policy, diplomacy, and art may yield new insights and narratives.
In addition to La Princesse, the Freer owns several other oriental costume pictures that occupied Whistler in the mid-1860s, among them the very first oil painting by the artist that Freer purchased, Arrangement in Flesh Colour and Green: The Balcony. Described by Theodore Child, who saw the work in Paris in 1889, as "a Japanese fancy realized on the banks of the gray Thames," The Balcony borrows freely from Japanese prints, which Whistler, who never visited Asia, had begun collecting in Paris, possibly as early as 1856. Not coincidentally, Freer began to buy Japanese prints the same year that he acquired The Balcony, prompting him to observe "points of contact" between the two. 11 Paintings by other Americans in the collection have elicited similar cross-cultural comparisons, both by contemporaries and by subsequent generations of scholars and critics. 12 Thomas Dewing compared Before Sunrise, a decorative painting that he created for Freer's parlor, to the work of ukiyo-e artist Kitagawa Utamaro; Freer subsequently displayed Japanese prints in the same room, where they could be easily compared with Dewing's work. The Four Sylvan Sounds, a pair of bi-fold screens that may have been used by Freer in the Japanese manner, as a room divider, combines a Japanese format, classical figures, and synaesthetic theme. 13 Dewing himself was also quite literally a point of contact for Freer and Japanese art. During the time that he was painting The Four Sylvan Sounds he was also acting as his patron's buying agent for Japanese art at the New York branch of Yamanaka: in addition to purchasing a number of woodblock prints for his patron, Dewing also helped Freer acquire more than a dozen screens from the dealer. 14 
Two-Way Correspondences
In spite of the longstanding interest in studying the ways in which nineteenth-century Western artists and collectors were influenced by Japanese art, relatively little attention has been paid to the two-way flow between Whistler and the generation of Japanese artists, critics, and collectors who looked west in the early years of the twentieth century. Japanese
15 She has also suggested connections between Whistler and the modern print movement in Japan, a topic that could be supported by a survey of the Sackler's Muller Collection, which contains nearly 4,000 modern prints, chiefly by Japanese artists but also by Westerners such as Bertha Lum, Helen Hyde, and Charles Bartlett, that illuminate artistic and commercial cross-pollination among American, European, and Japanese artists, designers, dealers, and collectors. 16 Clearly, this environment of cosmopolitan interchange, mediated by changing economic, technological, and social circumstances as well as aesthetics, was complex and constituted not one but many overlapping and interconnected narratives. That kind of complexity, however, was generally edited out of the "story of the beautiful" that Freer constructed around his collections. Building records and a "Book of Suggestions" compiled by Freer and his assistant Katherine Rhoades (and now in the museum archives) provide a literal map for understanding the way in which Freer's appreciation of Whistler influenced the physical organization of the museum as a monument to cosmopolitan aestheticism. When the Freer first opened, the entire south side of the building was devoted to Whistler's works, with Chinese and Japanese art occupying adjacent galleries along the east and west corridors. Less interested in cultural and historical context than in aesthetic correspondence, Freer asserted to his friend Charles Moore, "All great works of art go together, whatever their period." In the first, Freer crouches on the floor, comparing the iridescent glazes of a Rakka pot to the subtle tonalities of a Whistler nude (Figure 2) . In the second, he gazes out at the viewer, posing beside two ancient Egyptian statuettes and a tiny Whistler pastel, a draped figure inspired by ancient Greek Tanagra figurines. These images, their multiple cultural references contained and unified by the collector's discerning eye, function as a form of autobiography and as rehearsal for the kind of looking that Freer hoped to encourage at the Freer Gallery. In the context of Freer's aestheticism, a tonalist seascape by Dwight Tryon, for instance, could be understood not only alongside similar works by contemporaries such as Whistler and Thomas Dewing, but in relationship to masterpieces of the Kano -school of fifteenth-century Japan and Song dynasty ink painting. 18 Other images in the museum archives, however, such as photographs of Freer with his international associates-fellow collectors, art dealers, servants-complicate the private narrative of aesthetic vision embodied in Coburn's work (and memorialized in the museum itself) and suggest other ways of understanding the collection that Freer developed. Take, for instance, a photograph made in 1907 during Freer's second trip to Japan (Figure 3) . Standing in the first row with Freer are his Japanese counterpart Hara Tomitaro -(like Freer a successful businessman and noted collector of Japanese art), and Hara's wife and daughter. The women's dress is as purely Japanese as Freer's is American. Hara, however, holds a Western hat, which was typically the first article of Western clothing adopted by Japanese men in the Meiji era. In the second row on the left is Margaret Watson, Freer's friend from Detroit whose collecting interests were shaped, in part, by Freer's counsel and assistance; next to her is the art dealer Nomura Yo -zo -, who had arranged for Freer to visit Hara at Sannotani, his country estate near Yokohama. (The photograph was taken in front of an ancient temple on the estate grounds). 19 Unlike Hara and his family, Nomura, who was fluent in English and French, wears Western clothing, a form of cross-dressing that visually conveys his ability to move comfortably in Western circles. 20 Not shown in the picture, but an important Freer connection all the same, is Nomura's wife, Michi. Educated at a Japanese school established by Canadian Methodist missionaries and a future officer of the Yokohama YWCA, Michi would travel to America the year after Freer's Japanese tour, spending several days at his Detroit mansion as part of a publicity tour around the world organized by the Asahi Newspaper Company. A Diary of a Journey around the World, her privately published account of the 1908 trip, included a photograph of the Peacock Room, which later inspired her husband to commission Yoshida Hiroshi, an artist trained in Western techniques, to create a "Crane Room" on the second floor of his art gallery and shop in Yokohama. Although the 1908 trip was the subject of a 2008 exhibition in Japan, Michi's journal has never been translated into English. 21 Although he had not met Hara before traveling to his estate, Freer explained in letters home that the Yokohama collector had invited him for an extended visit "because of my love for and care of Japanese art." 22 As Christine Guth has pointed out, Hara was well aware of Freer's recent bequest to the Smithsonian, and his interest in establishing a connection to Freer was prompted not only by common aesthetic interests but by diplomatic ones as well: the display of Japanese art in a public museum in Washington might enhance cultural and political relations between the two countries. 23 The two men could, therefore, approach each other on more or less equal terms. With that in mind, it is interesting to return to the archival photograph. On the far right, in traditional worker's clothing, is one of Freer's jinrikisha drivers. This man, alone among the group in remaining unidentified, gazes off to the side, somewhat detached from the others, who, in spite of their differences, are part of an elite world community enjoying the privileges of wealth, taste, and mobility. 24 
Travels to Asia
Indeed, the theme of mobility and travel is another way of probing cosmopolitanism at the turn of the century. Among the most intriguing documents related to Freer's travel in Japan, which he visited four times, are three letters from his first visit in 1895 that were written in the traditional Japanese manner, in a scroll format with a brush dipped in ink. Based on the content of the letters, Freer seems to have adopted the format to evoke the "life of old Japan," an idealized realm that was also already an object of nostalgic desire. "The more closely I follow Japanese customs," he wrote to his business partner Frank Hecker, ". . . the greater my pleasure." The letter continues: 25 Writing to Dwight Tryon around the same time, Freer enunciated a similar idea, again utilizing the ink, brush, and scroll format. Acknowledging that "the two months I have passed in this country have sufficed to shatter some of my old time idols," he nevertheless emphasized that during his time in a "beautiful little house" at Ama-no Hashdate, "here is rest-and real Japanese life." That idyllic experience, or at least a memory of it, would ultimately join other "shadowy recollections of unknown places, glimpses of faraway coasts and strange horizons" in that "mysterious something which . . . we call the imagination." 26 A letter from Freer's second trip to Japan in 1907, written in a conventional Western format and roughly contemporaneous with the group photograph discussed above, finds him exclaiming over encroaching modernity: "What changes! I could not believe my eyes-huge warehouses, immense chimneys, shipyards, iron foundries, a mammoth hotel half finished." Contrasting the present reality to the now "shadowy recollections" of the 1895 trip, the letter continues, "Then pure air, birds and gentle courteous Japanese. Now, smoke, the roar of machinery and . . . crowd. . . . The change sickened me." 27 Freer's ideas about Asia generally and Japan particularly, are clearly related, as Thomas Tweed has noted, to a particular type of spiritual questing, undertaken by many privileged Americans at the turn of the century. It is also, more generally, related to strains of antimodernism in American culture that often expressed itself in a strangely eclectic mélange of cultural and historical references that were reified in the iconography of Orientalist painting as well as in the ostensibly more objective medium of photography. If imperialism and colonialism dominated Western-and especially British-images of South Asia, tourism-and a coextensive desire for escape from more pressing realities at home-was the driving force behind much early photographic imagery of East Asia, especially Japan. The museum's archives are especially strong in this area, housing over over 125,000 photographic objects, mostly by Western photographers, related to travel, collecting, and studying Asia. It is instructive to see them in the context of Freer's collecting practices and philosophies.
For many wealthy Americans, travel to Asia was the late-nineteenth-century equivalent of the Grand Tour, and photography studios became a thriving industry, making and marketing extraordinarily high-quality souvenir prints and albums. Albums were especially popular among visitors, both authenticating and mediating their actual experiences. Like contemporary painters influenced by Orientalism and Japonisme, photographers working in Japan for a Western market were typically interested in Asian subjects for their romantic or scientific value. Many of the photographs of Japan from the Henry and Nancy Rosin Collection and the Mrs. Harry C. Norcross Collection fall into the former category. The beautifully hand-tinted albumen prints, especially images of traditionally dressed young women, capture ideal notions of femininity that resurface in countless American paintings of the period, including many works in the Freer collection (Figure 4 ). 28 Much of the material discussed here relates mostly to Americans looking east and creating narratives about Asian lands and peoples that were useful to their own spiritual, intellectual, or economic needs. Yet identity formation through East-West interchange was not always controlled by Western expectations and markets. Official
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Women portraiture, for instance, is an area represented in the museum archives in which Asian subjects seem to have exerted a fair amount of control over their own image. In 1873 the photographer Uchida Kuichi produced a portrait of the Meiji emperor in the uniform, hairstyle, and pose of a Western military leader or aristocrat. The image embodies the Meiji equation of modernity with Western style, presenting the Emperor as part of a cosmopolitan array of colonial rulers. Perhaps the most famous example in the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery of photography as a form of self-fashioning is a sequence of glass-plate negatives of the Chinese empress dowager, Cixi, by photographer Xuling. Taken around 1903, in the wake of the Boxer Rebellion, the photographs depict Cixi arrayed in all the trappings of imperial power. Borrowing and revising the conventions of Qing portraiture, these images were, as Virginia Anderson demonstrates in her essay, part of a larger campaign by the empress dowager to enhance her public image at home and abroad. As with the portrait by Hubert Vos, the photographs represent a vibrant collaboration between Cixi and the photographer, who, interestingly, was trained in Western conventions of portraiture. The photographs circulated as gifts among the Empress's own ministers and as presentations to foreign dignitaries as part of a personalized campaign in international diplomacy, which spawned yet another intriguing East-West interchange. As David
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Xuling Hogge has suggested, one of Cixi's most willing accomplices in this enterprise was Sarah Pike Conger, the wife of an American envoy, whose involvement with the empress is recorded in a group photograph ( Figure 5 ). Several years afterward, in 1905, William Howard Taft, then serving as secretary of war, embarked on a three-month diplomatic tour of Asia, visiting Japan, the Philippines, and China, where Cixi once again forged a tie to an American woman. Alice Roosevelt, the flamboyant and lovely daughter of President Theodore Roosevelt, was part of the delegation, and her presence insured that the trip received significant publicity in America. While in China, Alice was presented with a brilliantly tinted photographic portrait of Cixi, delivered to her residence in a eunuchborne litter. A collection of photographs from the Taft mission, including the image of Cixi, were recently donated to the museum, where they augmented a 2011 exhibition exploring the photographic images of the dowager empress. 29 Craig Calhoun has observed that in the wake of neoliberal policies of globalization and the rise of internet-based connectivity, cosmopolitanism is, once again, "in fashion." Indeed, exploring connections across vast distances of time, space, and cultural difference can, as Partha Mitter suggests, create dynamic intellectual and artistic contact zones in which traditional power relationships and hierarchies are interrogated and, perhaps, creatively subverted. Yet as Mitter and others have cautioned, cosmopolitanism is also a privileged position: it carries with it the danger of confusing particular experiences of diversity, mobility, and access with essential truths about the world as a whole. 30 The talks at the 2009 conference and the essays included here attempt to circumvent this kind of totalizing thinking and acknowledge that the investigation of East-West interchange is necessarily open-ended and ongoing, with continuously shifting parameters and competing visual narratives. Much as Charles Lang Freer may have wanted to create a narrative of cosmopolitan beauty that was "already complete," the museum that he founded remains an open book, its resources a rich mine of material for subsequent chapters of East-West interchange. 
